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Hi there STEM student,

 

Unfortunately, due to the Covid-19

crisis, we've had to postpone our

school holiday camp program. But,

never fear!  We have pulled together a

super awesome set of activities from

our camps that you can try while you

are at home.

 

To get started ask a grown up to help

you print out this booklet. You will be

able to use things from around your

house to solve the challenges!

 

Happy making and inventing!

 

From the Science Space STEM Team



At Science Space

we use the

Design Process 

when solving a

problem.

What do the different words in the Design

Process mean? Write your answers below:
DEFINE IT 

CHALLENGE EXPLORE DESIGN

MAKE TEST REFINE

At Home Learning Booklet

Charlie is looking to upgrade some machinery and buildings in his
chocolate factory. He needs your help! Grab your favourite adult and
complete the challenges in the following pages in today's Marvellous

Machines Camp!



What different materials could

you build from next time?

Charlie has requested a guard tower be built to help stop

other chocolate makers stealing his factory secrets!

 

Design and construct the tallest freestanding tower for an

Oompa Loompa to keep watch using only toothpicks and a

packet of marshmallows. Think about what different shapes

you could use in your design.

CHALLENGE #1 - Oompa Loompa Guard Tower

Draw your
tower below:

How high did you build your

tower structure?

Which shape is the strongest?

DESIGN IT 
TEST IT

REFINE IT

SQUARE 

TRIANGLE



The Oompa Loompas work long hours in the factory and are feeling exhausted!

Charlie is keen for you to design a sturdy, comfy bed for the Oompa Loompas

to sleep overnight in.

 

Design a strong bed from recycled and craft materials that can hold the most

amount of weight. Your bed needs to be at least 60cm high and have a

mattress, pillow and blanket.

How would you change your
bed design next time?

Write your step-by-step instructions below:

CHALLENGE #2 - Oompa Loompa Bed

What materials did you use?

How much
weight did your

bed hold?

DESIGN IT 

REFINE ITTEST IT



Wonka's original glass elevator was damaged when it

crashed into Charlie's family home. Now that Charlie is in

charge, he is needing a stronger, replacement elevator built

for the factory.

 

Design a new elevator using only 5 different types of

transparent (clear) materials e.g. recycled plastic containers,

sticky tape. Add some toy passengers and drop your elevator

from a height e.g. off a balcony. 

 

 

How would you change your

elevator design next time?

Draw your elevator idea below:DESIGN IT 

TEST IT REFINE IT

CHALLENGE #3 - New Glass Elevator

Did your elevator stay intact

when you dropped it?



Charlie is keen to impress factory visitors with his brand new
Marvellous Machines Room. He needs your help to invent
the ultimate Rube Goldberg-inspired chain reaction
machine.

 

Your machine needs to continue momentum from start to
finish and have an end goal e.g. tip over a cup of M&Ms,

squash a marshmallow. Use a variety of interesting items
from around your home such as balls, dominos, cars, string.

 

 

How would you change your

elevator design next time?

Draw a plan of your marvellous machine below:DESIGN IT 

TEST IT REFINE IT

CHALLENGE #4 - Marvellous Machine

What materials did you use?

Did your machine work?


